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2: Pluralism – How Power is Distributed
Overview:
• Introduce pluralism & its key tenants
• Introduce theories of Neo-Pluralism
• Practical tip of the week - summarising
• Link to next week (Pluralism in Australia and critiques of pluralism)
Terminology
Definition
Power as influence
Pluralism

Behaviouralism

"A exercises power over B to the extend that he (or she) changes B's actions
or predispositions in some way" (Dahl 1979, 29, cited in Smith 1997, 17-18)
Classical pluralism is the view that politics and decision making are located
mostly in the framework of government, but that many non-governmental
groups use their resources to exert influence. The central question for classical
pluralism is how power and influence are distributed in a political process.
All political science should be centred on the observable actions and
characteristics of actors in a society

PLURALIST MODEL: Power distributed amongst groups
•
•
•
•

Coalitions of like-minded people
Unions
Professional associations
Business lobbyists

Robert A. Dahl-Pluralism:
•
•

Arose post WWII
o New constitution
Ideas of single member-plurality elections (Influence how politics will be constructed

"A remarkable and indeed astounding face that neither Professor Mills nor Professor Hunt has seriously
attempted to examine is an array of specific cases to test his major hypothesis. Yet I suppose those two
works more than any others…have sought to interpret complex political systems essentially as instances
of a ruling elite" -Robert Dahl
“ There was then a dominant, rather simplified view of power. And what I think opened up was a realization of its
complexities – how did you define its characteristic qualities – and of political regimes as being much more
diverse in the distribution of power….” (R.A. Dahl interviewed by Levi, 2009).

POWER underpins everything in political science
• There is no single definition of power (heavily contested)
o Power = situational
o Not all political scientists agree that power is observable
Methodological Issues?
•
•

How do we differentiate between systems of government (and their variation)?
How do we measure power? (i.e. How do we think like a political scientist?)

“How to bring [theories] into touch with reality in rigorous, methodologically rigorous ways became a challenge to
me” Robert A. Dahl interviewed by Margaret Levi, 2009.

Dahl's Solution/Findings:
•

Power as influence over decisions
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11: Federalism and the Decentralisation of Power
What is Federalism? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fF3EvltwHYk
Introduction:
1. Federalism: Why do we care? What does federalism have to do with power
and politics?
2. Defining federalism and decentralisation
3. Defining unicameralism and bicameralism
4. Key issues in federalism: congruency; symmetry; imbalance
5. Modern challenges to federalism
Federal Government: A system of government with several states that form a
unity, but remain independent in internal affairs
Constitution: Con-Stitut-ion (Set of fundamental principles or established precedents according to
which a state or other organisation is governed)
•
•
•

Con = together
Stitut = stand
Ion = action
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Explanation of the actions and interactions of
actors
Based on the idea of a 'winner' and a 'loser'
(OPPOSED TO CLASSICAL
LIBERALISM)
• Based on 'zero-sum' view of power

•
•

Prisoner's Dilemma:
• ZERO SUM
• Two actors; each have
choices
o Potential to be
mutual benefit
o Potential to win or
lose

Game Theory
Key Thinkers:
John Von Neu
Mann
• George Nash
•

Point where both parties cannot increase their
own gains any further

Nash Equilibrum

•
Focus on:
o Institutions have an increasing role:
o MNC's
o Big businesses
o Individuals can have more power
o Shift of power from states to businesses

•

Neo-pluralism
Key Thinker:
• Charles
Lindblom

Majoritarian vs.
Consensus Political
System

•

Key Thinker:
Arend Lijphart

Consensus: Change is difficult to bring about
(We need a CONSENSUS)
• Based on constitution
• Regimented & concrete structure
Majoritarian: Change can be brought about by
a majority vote of citizens
• Based on the majority of votes

Increasing dominance &
political influence of MNC's:
• Apple
• Samsung
• McDonalds
• Coca-Cola

U.S: Consensus Government
• NRA with guns
• Bring back to
constitution
U.K, N.Z. & Aus:
Majoritarian
• Only 5 million in N.Z.
to make changes

Multi-member systems with proportional
representation have the highest representation of
women
Power (According to
Feminists)

•

Key Thinker:
Catherine
MacKinnon

•

•

•

Power-to: Power to act upon something
(Determine outcome depending on
capacity)
o Power to men & women
Power-over: Determining an outcome
depending on hierarchical status
o Men > Women society (Patriarchy)
Focus = Structural (Not individual!)

Political feminism is an area of political
philosophy that is focused on understanding and
critiquing the way political philosophy is usually
constructed, often without any attention to
feminist concerns – and on articulating how
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